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Town Deal Full Business Case Summary 
 
 

Project Title Workington Townscape and Connectivity  

Project Description 

The Workington Townscape and Connectivity project will deliver improvements to the look and feel of Workington town centre by creating more 
welcoming and improved public realm that gives pedestrians better priority and improves intraurban connections between places within the town 
centre.   
 
By improving the experience both of spending time in, and accessing the town this will increase footfall, dwell time and local spend, which will act as a 
catalyst for further investment. 
 
The project is made up of three interlinked elements which are outlined below; 
 
 

1. Central Way – A pedestrian priority treatment is proposed that will encourage pedestrian and cycle movements through this area including the 
national cycle route.  By using a series of design features including street furniture and green infrastructure, drivers will be encouraged to slow 
down and give way to pedestrians and cyclists creating a safer pedestrian link from Murray Road to Washington Square shopping centre. This 
will involve reducing its existing function as an area for informal parking and loading but would allow for a new adaptable public amenity space.  
This space would allow flexibility to host markets and events and seasonal lighting would provide alternative and night-time use. 
In addition, the link to Murray Road would be developed and widened to further enhance connectivity and flexibility and allow freer and safer 
movement of shoppers. 
 

2. Murray Road – At the junction of Oxford Street and Murray Road, the junction will be redesigned to create a new gateway to the retail centre. It 
will have a focus on placemaking, incorporating public realm amenity improvements and green infrastructure to enhance safer pedestrian links 
and to reduce the perception of vehicle dominance, particularly buses using the bus-station. This will help pedestrians recognise where the 
main retail offer begins and help to welcome them towards it. 
 
The public realm and green infrastructure improvements along Murray Road aim to focus more on pedestrians by providing wider pavements 
along the northern side of the street to give improved clarity to the movement and improved and safer access into the town centre. In turn by 
narrowing the main carriageway width together with green infrastructure and street furniture the aim is to slow vehicular traffic down, making it 
a safer environment.  Additional benefits such as improved amenity and dwell time with flexible spaces, bio-diversity and air quality 
improvements and improved connectivity with improved wayfinding will all help to develop this busy shopping street. 
The improved appearance of the street will encourage higher footfall, enhancing the financial viability of the street while supporting access to 
the wider existing retail areas.   
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3. Wayfinding – This will deliver improved connectivity for pedestrians, cyclists and visitors from the railway station along Station Road to the 

town centre and Murray Road and will improve legibility utilising a continuity of materials, wayfinding and vertical interventions to improve visual 
links.  

 
The diagram below highlights the areas for intervention within the project. 
 

 
 

Project Design Details 

The concept designs highlighted below provide an indication of the interventions the project will deliver.  These concepts will be further updated during 
the detailed design process. 
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Central Way/Upton Street Concept Proposals 
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Murray Road Concept Proposals (Including Junction with Oxford Street inset) 
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Project Rationale 

Workington is the principal retail and commercial centre within Allerdale and West Cumbria, hosting a range of national retailers, services and facilities 
that serve a wide catchment area. This is particularly significant given the relatively rural nature of West Cumbria and emphasises the importance of 
ensuring that there is a principal commercial centre within the region which provides the range of operators and services the needs of residents.   
 
The quality of the existing urban realm in the town centre is, in places, relatively poor and tired. This can make the town centre unwelcoming in places 
and undersells Workington as a place, detracting from the visitor experience.   
 
The TIP identifies that parts of the town centre lack connectivity and legibility to help guide visitors to and around the town centre can be problematic. 
Such legibility challenges are also exacerbated by a lack of wayfinding which makes it challenging for pedestrians to navigate through town. This issue 
is particularly acute for pedestrians approaching from the railway station as the layout of key routes and junctions can – in the absence of other 
information – encourage pedestrians to take routes away from the town centre and the retail offer there.  
 
The challenges surrounding placemaking and poor legibility undermines the town’s potential for growth underpinned by its strengths as an area with an 
attractive lifestyle offering.  The recent Allerdale Borough Council Town Centre and Leisure Study has identified a need for improvement in public 
realm, to “tie together each element of the town centre, creating a coherent vision and encouraging football across the centre as a whole”.  
 
Natural level changes and lack of wayfinding and non-legible street layouts also reduce coherence. This is particularly acute between Central Way and 
Murray Road; which limits the opportunity to draw people from the Washington Square shopping centre to retail uses along Murray Road via Upton 
Street, to the west.  
 
As highlighted in the Workington Town Centre Supplementary Planning Document1, despite the town’s setting being close to a wealth of green 
infrastructure and heritage assets, the town centre itself has very little green infrastructure within it.  This has a negative impact on the quality of place. 
Green infrastructure has a vital role in improving place as well as encouraging active travel, supporting people’s health and wellbeing and multiple 
environmental benefits. It is also well evidenced that urban greening has an important role in boosting retail and commercial trading. 
 
The overarching vision for outlined in the TIP is that; 
 
 “Workington is a vibrant and well-connected commercial, civic and community hub for West Cumbria, loved by residents and visitors. Its’ prosperity is 
being built on a manufacturing renaissance, clean energy and a thriving town centre, powered by its skilled workforce and a dynamic mix of large and 
small companies. The town offers everyone a wealth of cultural, leisure, sporting and recreational activities. The town centre is home to new residents, 
businesses and social enterprise, as its attractive natural setting, built heritage and accessibility is increasingly recognised across Cumbria and 
beyond. Workington is a safe, healthy, affordable and sustainable community that offers opportunities for all.” 
 
The interventions included within the project seek to contribute towards successful realisation of the TIP vision as well as addressing the issues 
identified above.   
 

                                                           
1 Workington Town Centre Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) March 2021   
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Project Aims & Objectives 

The Townscape and Connectivity project seeks to address both the issues identified in the TIP as well as contributing towards achievement of the 
wider vision for the town through delivering targeted, high quality public realm improvements in priority areas in the town centre.  Through delivery of 
the individual components of the scheme, improved gateways to the retail core will be delivered, driving footfall and visitors to the shopping and leisure 
areas.  Public realm improvements will create greener and more welcoming public spaces with improved pedestrian prioritisation and safer cycle 
routes. 
 
The agreed project objectives are as follows; 
 

1. To deliver public realm improvements to enhance the town centre experience for visitors and residents, increasing dwell time and economic 
activity.  

2. To improve the navigability of the town centre, driving footfall to the main retail area and improving linkages from the railway station and bus 
station. 

3. To reduce car journeys through improvements to the walking and cycling offer.   
 
 
 

Policy Context 

The project supports the objectives within a number of key national and local policies and strategies.  These are summarised below. 
 

Policy Document Project Outcomes  

UK Net Zero Target 2050 
This national target, set by the Government in 2019, will require 
the UK to bring all greenhouse gas emissions to net zero by 
2050, compared with the previous target of at least 80% 
reduction from 1990 levels. 

 Enhanced pedestrian access and footfall to the town centre from the railway station 
facilitates a shift to walking.  

 Improved connectivity from the town centre to key attractions by foot or bicycle 
encourages a shift from car usage. 

 Increased green infrastructure within the town centre  

Cumbria Local Industrial Strategy, 2019 

LIS priorities include: 

 Promoting Cumbria 

 Innovation and Ideas 

 People and Skills 

 Business Environment 

 Infrastructure 

 Places 

 Improves perceptions of Workington 

 Provides new active travel infrastructure in Workington that will provide improved routes 
to existing and future key retail, visitor and business sites. 

 

The Cumbria Transport Plan (2011-2026) 

The Cumbria Transport Plan (2011-2026) aims to secure and 
steer investment for the county so as to support the development 
of the local economy, reduce carbon emissions, and ensure a 
high-quality environment for residents and visitors. The Plan 

 Increased levels of walking and cycling can contribute towards all the aims of the 
Cumbria Transport Plan 

 Improved public realm and new green infrastructure  
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highlights the importance of walking and cycling to these 
objectives and it commits to facilitating increased levels of 
walking and cycling in Cumbria. 

Cumbria Bus Service Improvement Plan (2021) 
The Bus Service Improvement Plan supports objectives set out in 
the Cumbria Transport Plan, with a particular focus on buses as 
key to reducing parking and reducing congestion in Cumbrian 
towns. 

 New active travel infrastructure will reduce reliance on cars in line with the aims of the 
Bus Improvement Plan. 

 New pedestrian crossing outside bus terminal will improve safety and appeal of bus use.  

Workington Cycling and Walking Consultation (2021) 

Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plans are being 
developed for areas across Cumbria to support green growth 
through connectivity improvements. A consultation has sought 
feedback on barriers to cycling and walking in Workington and on 
the proposed new networks. 

 New active travel infrastructure will encourage uptake in cycling and walking in line with 
aims of the consultation. 

Allerdale Local Plan (2014) 
 By 2029, “Workington will have retained and enhanced its role 
as West Cumbria’s principal residential, educational, leisure, 
cultural and commercial centre”.  

 Provides new active travel infrastructure in Workington that will improve routes to 
existing and future key retail, business and night-time economy sites. 

 Improved public realm with enable positive perceptions of place. 

Workington Town Centre Supplementary Planning 
Document (2021)  

The SPD adds detail and guidance to certain policies in the Local 
Plan that will influence progress within Workington Town Centre. 
It is used to ensure that developments in the town centre 
contribute to relevant wider visions and objectives that reflect the 
changing nature of town centres. 

 Provides new active travel infrastructure in Workington that will improve routes to 
existing and future key retail, visitor and business sites. 

 Improved quality of the public realm through reduced congestion and pedestrian priority 
routes. 

 Improved public realm and townscape will make Workington make attractive to 
businesses and boost land values.  

 
 

Outputs & Outcomes 

The project will deliver the following direct outputs; 
 

 Approximately 2km of pedestrian paths improved. 
 
The project will also deliver the following wider benefits; 
 

 Increase in walking and cycling journeys into the town centre. 

 Reduction in CO2 emissions. 

 Road safety improvements. 

 Public realm improvements. 

 Increase in green infrastructure. 
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Value for Money 

The Economic Case has been developed by an independent economist.  A longlist of 38 options was initially developed and subject to review against 
the scheme objectives and a Multi-Criteria Assessment Tool to develop a shortlist of four options which were costed and the benefits of each assessed 
before arriving at the preferred option.  
 
The Benefits to Cost Ratio (BCR) is an assessment of the relative costs of a scheme and the benefits that will be delivered.  A BCR of between 0 and 
1 is considered Poor value for money.  A BCR between 1 and 2 is considered Medium value for money and a BCR of between 2 and 4 is considered 
High value for money. 
 
The preferred option for the project delivers a Benefits to Cost Ratio of 2.46, which meets the HM Treasury Guidance criteria as delivering ‘High’ value 
for money.  
 

Project Costs 

Estimated project costs have been included in the Business Case.  These have been subject to review by a Quantity Surveyor based on design 
estimates and include risk and contingency at 35% which is in line with industry good practice.   
 
As the scheme is progressed to detailed design, further development work will likely identify opportunities to deliver elements more cost-effectively 
than currently estimated, especially as design work reduces risks. 
 

Scheme Component  Total  

Central Way £2,170,000 

Murray Road £1,692,000 

Wayfinding  £138,000 

Total  £4,000,000 

 
 

Funding Profile 

Town Deal funding is allocated over a three-year period.  The anticipated split of funding across each financial year is set out below.   

Year 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 Total 

 £1,000,000 £2,000,000 £1,000,000 £4,000,000 

 
 

Risks 

A full, live risk register is in place for the project.  This is monitored regularly at the Project Board and risks escalated as relevant.  A summary of the 
key risks at this stage is provided below. 
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Risk Description Impact Mitigation  

There is a risk that the Town Deal bid is unsuccessful as a result of 
the Business Case not passing the appraisal process. 

Project undeliverable with no current alternative 
funding source. 

Develop robust Full Business 
Case in line with HM Treasury 
Green Book requirements.  

There is a risk that final scheme costs exceed that available through 
the Town Deal fund as a result of unanticipated cost increases 

Intended project scope undeliverable. Estimated costs considered by 
QS.  Undertake detailed design 
work to develop accurate costs 
underpinned by Design & Build 
contract.  

There is a risk that unexpected ground conditions / hazards 
discovered.  

Possible programme delay and increased cost due 
to removal of material and mitigation. 

Detailed design and ground 
investigations will be undertaken.  
Appropriate contingency has been 
applied to project costs. 

There is a risk that the statutory orders process (TROs) takes longer 
than programmed. 

Delay / perceived delay to programme. Detailed Programme Plan 
developed and agreed with 
Project Board. 

There is a risk that the availability of materials is restricted. 
Programme delay and associated costs. Cost uplifts 
for materials in short supply. 

Contingency applied to project 
costs.  Risk will be regularly 
reviewed with appointed Design & 
Build Contractor.  

There is a risk that the COVID-19 pandemic impacts upon scheme 
delivery causing delays. 

Programme delay and associated costs. 
Slippage to be built into 
Programme Plan.  Risk to be 
regularly reviewed. 

There is a risk that issues may arise in maintaining access for 
businesses and Stagecoach on Murray Road. 

Reputational and possible financial impact for CCC. 

Review proposed phasing of 
works and traffic movement plans.  
Maintain regular liaison with key 
stakeholders.  

 

 


